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War is a resource-rich environment where you fight to control the most valuable resource – gold. Always in a constant struggle
for food and water, powerful armies are built up and troops are organised in order to control key resources and use them to
build up a strong military force. The Games on Demand version supports English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Polish,
Swedish, Finnish, Danish, Dutch. Download the manual for this game by locating the game on and selecting “See Game
Manual". Brass Kings Forge is a hardcore (but extremely awesome) variation of the popular card game Mythic Championship
III. The rules of Brass Kings Forge are similar to Mythic Championship III, except that you begin with one additional deck of
cards. These cards are accessable in-between turns and represent your resources for the entire game. There is only one
Objective at the beginning of the game, and in the course of the game the objectives are updated on the game board. Each
player begins with an army of one unit, in the same unit the entire game. Units include a battle dog, a nun, a fletcher, a
carpenter, and many others. Each army can attack each other, gain additional units, gain resources, and even gain victory
points by destroying or capturing objectives. Stages of the game are assigned to each player, and you will select your deck of
cards in a way that allows you to act at least one stage ahead of the others. Each of the game stages are fairly simple, but will
end with either total victory or defeat. Victory points are awarded, and are split by the number of players in the game. Out of
the Fire is an enhanced edition of the critically acclaimed game Meteorfall. Your mission is simple. Explore an asteroid and
make it home before a meteor strikes. Blast a route, blast your way through barricades and other obstacles, blow up anything
that stands in your way and lead the way to the All Points Bulletin. With more than fifty levels and more than twenty different
objects such as shield generators, turrets and dynamite to use, the game gets even more difficult. Unique Features: *New
challenges and missions *New game mechanics *New items *New themes *New environments *30 New objects to use *A
total of 18 achievements for players who want to earn them all *Stunning Game Graphics “The most addicting
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Features Key:
GamePlay-Action Play with scary Monster
Sound-Tense audio adventures - the weird Story of man and animals
Size Game-Play- 120x60
Replay GamePlay- gameplay saved

pilapa BOOM App Logic:

Fun-Game play
Monster-zombie
Play-Action Game
Save Gameplay- replay recorded
Size-Adventucre- 120 x 60
Street-85 x 60

pilapa BOOM:

On one hand a zombie-monster in the real world and
On the other hand live the actual people in the game
The zombies in the world caught the people and prevent them from life
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Do not panic but stay calm!

The game has been made and is played by using the Unity3d engine and MOAI framework

pilapa BOOM Game Play:

The Hero, Zombie and people separate into 3 games on:
Character Boss - an agent trying to push which doing sarah
Player - Walking aimlessly through the labyrinth trying to reach kode9
Zombie - Player trying to push the the other people to kill

Take aim!

Walk over the barricades and push the people, who build them, to the corners of the play area and
then move forward and push the people.
 If they are not knocked over by the push they survive, and you can push them further. Remember to
be careful not to hit zombies, they won’t bounce
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